EXPLORATION SESSION: CONSOLIDATION OF FINDINGS

PROJECT:

The Former Publics Work Site, 5146 Eden Ave, Edina MN

PROJECT #:

14029 MN

SESSION DATE:

December 4th, 2014

SESSION
DESCRIPTION:

On December 4th, 2014 Confluence took part in leading an Exploration Session
for the Grandview District’s former Public Works site redevelopment. The session
took place from 7:00pm to approximately 9:00pm.
The purpose of the session was to explore the context of the former Public
Works site, possibilities for redevelopment and to begin to collaboratively identify
elements that will result in a synergistic private/public development of the
site. This session was the first in a series of additional public input sessions that
will help refine and facilitate alternative development scenarios. The results from
the collective inputs will be used in the assessment and refinement of strategic
alternatives for the site.
There were approximately 130 attendees, which exceeded the target of 80-100
people. Participants included residents of the neighborhoods surrounding the site
and the community at-large, a few commercial property owners, and several
community advocates. Approximately 40 participants were involved in the 20102012 Grandview preliminary planning process.
The session was held in a large meeting room at the Edina Community Center.
This site was selected for its central location and ability to accommodate a large
group. This session was publicized extensively in hopes of strong attendance.
Postcards were mailed to 1,000 households within ½ mile of the site. 75 posters
were hung throughout the City. Promotional ads were placed on Facebook.
Online messages were distributed via Next-door and City Extra. Invitations and
reminders were emailed to past participants and leaders of community
organizations. A guest column was printed in the Sun-Current. Presentations
were made to City Commissions and other community groups. Word-of-mouth
was also used.
The following document is a review of the suggestions and comments from the
Exploration session.
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14029MN_Opportunities.pdf
14029MN_Additional Comments
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I.

HEADLINE ACTIVITY:

Each participant was asked to create an alternative newspaper headline about this project upon its
future completion. These were then compiled and shared by table representatives with the group. All
headlines were collected and recorded. This exercise aimed to get people thinking about what they
envision for the site and what a successful development means to them. In a subtle way, it brings out
the essence of what they want the site to become.
•

Headlines Collected: The following is a sample of headlines received, all collected headlines
can be referenced in document (14029MN_Headline News Responses.pdf)
1) Public/Private Partnership Anchors Neighborhood Town Center
2) Dan Patch Runs Again
3) Edina opens Innovative Community Center
4) Edina Goes Green - New Development Redefines Sustainability
5) Edina’s Architectural Masterpiece, the City’s New Community Center Opens Today!
6) Edina Eats Cake in New Art Center
7) Grandview a Hub of Activity for Edina promised to be Sustainable
8) Edina Welcomes New Multiuse Development for Public
9) Vibrant New Sustainable Neighborhood Hub Attracting Local residents
10) Edina Opens New Light-rail Station and Recreational Facilities at Old Public Works Site
11) 300 Affordable Housing Units in Edina
12) Grandview Congestion is a thing of the Past
13) Edina Looks Fabulous – Bridge Joins East and West
14) Edina Opens New Park!
15) Light rail come to Edina! Multimodal Transportation is Real!

•

General Assessment: Headlines collected by participants show an interest for the former
Public Works site to become a place for Community. Center is a common reoccurring word
in many headlines as well as Community. There is a clear need and desire for a place that the
community can gather and consider public space. In addition to this, there was a lot of
interest in public transit and sustainable or green development. Mixed-use development and
residential development was expressed by some, but the majority of headlines gathered
reflected at least some of the site be retained for public use.
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II.

DESCRIPTIVE WORD ACTIVITY:

After viewing photos and videos of the current site, the following questions were asked of the
participants in order to gather initial thoughts on the existing and future former Public Works site:
1) Words to describe the former Public Works site today; and
2) Words to describe your vision of the former Public Works site in the future.
These were then compiled and shared by table representatives with the group. All descriptive words
were collected and recorded. This exercise identifies in one or two key words those elements of the
site that the stakeholder sees prior to development and after development. These words assist in
forming the concepts for development and resolving the issues that exist today.
•

Word Cloud Results: The descriptive words were collected from each participant and were
tabulated by frequency to develop a word cloud. Larger words indicate descriptive words that
were more frequently used by the participants:

•

General Assessment: Initial thoughts about the former Public Work site varied drastically from
the participants’ descriptions for “today” versus “tomorrow”. “Today’s” site was described as
empty (8.3% of participants suggests), vacant (5.8%), ugly (5.8%) and desolate (5.8%).
Participants were overall very optimistic about the site. The top two descriptive words for the
site today were opportunity (9.2%) and potential (8.3%).
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•

The vision or descriptions for the site “tomorrow” reflected a very different place with common
responses such as vibrant (10.8%), beautiful (4.2%), innovative (4.2%), multi-use (5%),
accessible, (6.7%) destination (3.3%). Community (6.7%), community center (10.8%), public
space (5%), hub (4.2%) and gathering place (3.3%) were also highly mentioned with over 25%
of the participants mentioning one of these five descriptions. Also, there were many
participants who expressed a green (12.5%) or sustainable (4.2%) future with over 15% of
participants mentioning one of these.
(All collected descriptive words can be referenced in document (14029MN_Descriptive Word
Responses.pdf).
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III.

SITE STRENGTHS ACTIVITY

Each participant was asked to identify the strengths of the site. These were then compiled by table,
recorded and shared in part with the whole group by a table representative. Identified strengths help
the City and the Developer to understand what the assets of the current site and its context are.
These strengths will help inform the conceptual design and effective development of the site.
•

Word Cloud Results: The strengths were collected from each participant and were tabulated
by frequency to develop two word clouds (one for strengths, one for weaknesses). Larger
words indicate words that were more frequently used by the participants.

•

General Assessment: A large majority of participants expressed that the central location
(30.8% of participants mentioned), location (26.6%) or access (25%) of the site was one of its
greatest strengths. The site is close to highway 100 (13.3%), and is also walkable (9.2%) to
many nearby destinations. A few also noted that the location was near other municipal
buildings (5%), and could be a good location for other civic use. Few people listed the density
(1.7%), and downtown views (1.7%) as strengths, but we note these as strengths for mid-high
density development, in which most participants were opposed to. The site size (10%),
topography (9.2%) and surrounding existing businesses (12.5%) were listed as strengths for
the site, but these things were also listed as weaknesses. Opportunity (5%) and potential
(5.8%) were also listed by many participants.
(All collected strength responses can be referenced in document (14029MN_Strengths.pdf)
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IV.

SITE WEAKNESSES ACTIVITY

Each participant was asked to identify perceived weaknesses of the site. These were then compiled
by table, recorded and shared in part with the whole group by a table representative. These
weaknesses identified define the major issues within the context of the site and neighboring
properties.
•

Word Cloud Results: The weaknesses were collected from each participant and were
tabulated by frequency to develop two word clouds (one for strengths, one for weaknesses).
Larger words indicate words that were more frequently used by the participants.

•

General Assessment: A large majority of participants expressed a concern with
traffic/congestion (19.2%) and circulation/access (12.5%) near the site, which resulted in an
unsafe (8.3%) environment for pedestrians or bicyclist. Some expressed that the site itself
posed some constraints with some stating the size was too small (15.4%), that it was
landlocked (8.3%) with neighboring businesses that were unfitting or oriented poorly to the
site, and the topography of the site could pose issues with regards to the change in grade. A
few also noted that focusing on the site specifically was a weakness, with the project scale
being too small, and that the focus should be on a larger scale. Most responses landed into
one of these main issue categories
(All collected weaknesses responses can be referenced in document
(14029MN_Weaknesses.pdf).
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V.

INTERACTIVE IMAGE POLLING

The Development team prepared a slide presentation illustrating a variety of images of mixed-use
development, public spaces, streetscapes, parking and examples of uses and activity. Participants
were shown the images one at a time. Each participant (up to 100 total participants) was given a
digital response card (clicker) that captured reactions to the images. Participants were given
approximately 10 seconds to capture their initial reaction to the image and respond with a ranking
from a number one (Extremely Positive) through five (Extremely Negative) - three being neutral. A
quick look at the results was shown to the group following each image polling before proceeding to
the next image. The participants were asked to look at four main categories of images. The first
category was “Development: Mass, Form and Character”, followed by “Public Space”, “Streetscape
and Parking”, and “Uses”.
Information gathered from the interactive group activity is valuable in gleaning a sense for what
development types, public spaces, streetscapes, parking and examples of activities and uses the
participants’ prefer. Each category was then organized using the low to high averages. This
preference information can be used as a reference in developing programmatic and design criteria to
assist in creating site development concepts moving forward.
•

Results are shown with pictures of most favorable photos first and least favorable pictures
last. Results were separated by polling category (Development, Public Space, Streetscape &
Parking, and Uses). Results were calculated using polling information from 100 participants
(reference documents: 14029MN_Development_Ordered Polling Results.pdf,
14029MN_Public Space_Ordered Polling Results.pdf,
14029MN_Streetscape&Parking_Ordered Polling Results.pdf,
14029MN_Uses_Ordered Polling Results.pdf).

•

General Assessment: Participants expressed during polling the desire for “green” within the
images. Although, Development category was focusing on the architecture or the form, mass
and character of the development, many people still voted with the context in consideration.
It is clear to see that most images with “green” elements were more highly favored. It is also
observed that high-mid-density development was least favorable by participants.
The Public Space category results reflected the desire for “green” gathering space. The
participants seemed to desire a more flexible multi seasonal space in which there could be a
variety of uses. Certain specific-uses were identified through some of these photos including
an open lawn, areas for seating, a café, an indoor and outdoor fitness space, and a
performance space.
The results for Streetscape + Parking Category pin-pointed a strong desire for safe bicycle
and pedestrian access, including a designated protected lane and defined crosswalks. There
was also a lot of support for “greening of streets” with bioswales, on street parking and
plantings separating pedestrians and cars. A promenade-like feature was also found more
desirable. It was very clear that participants did not want an exposed multi-level parking ramp
and that parking should be masked as part of the design architecture.
Passive recreational uses were found to be the most favored of uses and include such
examples as lounging, reading, board games, yoga, and outdoor dining. There were also
more active uses that were favored including dancing, bocce and ice-skating.
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VI.

SITE OPPORTUNITIES ACTIVITY

After the interactive image polling exercise, the participants were then asked to write down
opportunities they envisioned for the site. The purpose of this section was to understand
what the stakeholders perceived as opportunities for this site. This exercise built upon the
previous activities that participants were engaged in earlier in the meeting.
•

Word Cloud Results: The opportunities were collected from each participant and were
tabulated by frequency to develop a word cloud. Larger words indicate words that were more
frequently used by the participants:

•

General Assessment: Like the previous exercises, it was highly expressed the desire for the
site to incorporate community space, with community/rec-center (27.5% of participants
support). This was the most frequent response, followed by an art/cultural-center or theater
space (20%). Participants also expressed that the site has potential to become an indoormeeting or gathering space (10.8%) with a lot of support for a small food retail shop or café
(18.3%). The participants stated a desire for this site to have green space (19.2%) or outdoor
multi-season space (7.5%), with improved walking or biking paths (5.8%). Participants also
expressed that the site should be multimodal with a transit hub or transit station (16.7%) and
hidden underground parking (10%) or other parking (11.7%) showing a strong desire
(All collected opportunity responses can be reviewed in document
(14029MN_Opportunities.pdf).
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VII.

MEETING SUMMARY:

This two hour session yielded a great deal of input from participants. The design team reviewed and
compiled all the comments at the session and identified several key themes. (All collected general
comments can be reviewed in document (14029MN_Additional Comments.pdf). The themes
expressed the preferences shown by meeting participants and they included:
1) The site should include a significant public use component. (e.g. community gathering and multiuse facility including arts, recreation, cultural and events space)
2) The site should be built with sustainable design and development principles in mind, with focus on
sustainable features, construction techniques (e.g. innovative storm water management) and
improved access to alternative transportation choices.
3) An outdoor plaza or public gathering space should be built with all seasons in mind and with
flexibility to adapt to different uses.
4) A preference for mid-low density, mixed use development on site.
5) Adequate parking to serve the development of the site should be provided and architecturally
incorporated into the design.
6) Multimodal transportation should be supported through design.
7) The site should become a hub or destination for the surrounding neighborhoods.
8) The site should be a catalyst for future growth and development in the Grandview district and is to
be designed with “big picture” plan in mind.
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